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CONTAINER HANDLER ALIGNMENT
SYSTEM AND METHOD

center line of the crane represented by a line draWn from the
center of the Waterside sill beam through the center of the
landside sill beam and the vehicle is skeWed less than a

CROSS-REFERENCES TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

predetermined, knoWn amount, skeW being the angle, if any,

This application claims priority from US. provisional
application 61/474,982 Which Was ?led onApr. 13, 2011, and
Which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

vehicle. At least one ?rst laser scanner is attached to the

formed betWeen a line draWn parallel to either sill beam and
a line draWn parallel to the longitudinal centerline of the
exterior side of the landside sill beam, and at least one ?rst
laser scanner is attached to the interior side of the landside sill
beam. At least one ?rst target, each of Which has a knoWn

TECHNICAL FIELD

shape and dimensions, is attached to each side of each

The subject invention relates generally to a simpli?ed
apparatus and method for the alignment of container handling

vehicle. The ?rst laser scanners function to detect the pres
ence, location and orientation of any loaded or unloaded
vehicle entering Within the range of said ?rst laser scanners as

equipment, such as Bomb Carts and Shuttle Carriers, With
container handling cranes. More speci?cally, the disclosed

the result of re?ection by the ?rst targets of emissions from

system improves the ef?ciency of container pick-up or drop

attached to both the exterior and interior sides of the landside
beam. At least one second target, each of Which has a knoWn

the ?rst laser scanners. At least one second laser scanner is

off under a Container Crane.

shape and dimensions, is attached to each side of each con
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

20

Various methods for alignment of container handling
equipment With container handling cranes have been devel

oped and deployed Within the industry. HoWever, such meth
ods have been both costly and complex due both to the mini

25

mum number of laser scanners required to meet the required

tainer. The second laser scanners function to detect the pres
ence, location and orientation of containers loaded on to a
vehicle entering Within the range of said second laser scanner.
At least one direction indicator is attached to each of the

exterior side and the interior side of the landside sill beam for
indicating to vehicle drivers Whether their vehicle is properly

functions and the need for dynamic laser positioning hard

positioned or needs to be moved forWard or backWard and
Whether their vehicle orientation is skeWed in excess of a

Ware and software. The instant invention addresses both of

predetermined acceptable amount and needs to be reposi

these issues by reducing the number of lasers required and
providing lasers Which can remain in ?xed orientations.

30

For the purposes of this disclosure, the folloWing de?ni

direction indicator. The computer receives scanning data

tions apply:

from the ?rst laser scanners and the second laser scanners in
order to calculate the location and orientation of any vehicle
Within the range of the ?rst laser scanners and the location and

“Container” refers to a shipping container, de?ned by ISO

standard, used in international transport. Standard lengths
include 20, 40 and 45 feet.
“Container Crane” and “Container Handling Crane” are

tioned. A computer is connected to the crane as Well as to each
?rst laser scanner, to each second laser scanner and to each

35

orientation of any container loaded on a vehicle Within the

range of the second laser scanners and, further, for activating
the direction indicators.

terms referring to gantry cranes used to move ISO standard

shipping containers, e.g., Where containers are transferred
from ship to shore at a port, or Where containers are trans
ferred from trucks at a container terminal.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
40

The foregoing and other objects, aspects and advantages of

“Bomb Cart” refers to a truck chassis (trailer) designed and

manufactured for the purpose of transferring standard ship

the invention Will be better understood from the folloWing
detailed description of the invention With reference to the

ping containers in a container terminal.
“Shuttle Carriers” refers to rubber-Tired Gantry Cranes

draWings, in Which

that are used to move containers Within a container terminal. 45

Trucks” and “Sprinters”.
“Laser Scanners” refers to LIDAR (“laser radar”) type
sensors Which provide a series of discrete distance measure
ments of angle and distance over a continuous rotational scan

FIG. 1 is a perspective vieW of a gantry crane.

FIG. 2 is a partial plan vieW of one side ofa landside sill
beam.

These may also be referred to as “Straddle Carriers”, “Shuttle

50

FIG. 3 is a perspective vieW of a Bomb Cart.
FIG. 4 is a perspective vieW of a Shuttle Carrier.
FIG. 5 is a plan vieW of a position indicator device.

FIG. 6 is a block diagram shoWing the approximate default

pro?le. Preferably, four SICK LMS type laser scanners are

stopping positions for various spreader lengths.

used in this application.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION
55

The present invention relates to a system and method for
assisting drivers of Bomb Carts and Shuttle Carrier vehicles
in positioning their vehicles, Whether loaded or unloaded With
containers, beneath a gantry crane in an acceptable position
for further loading and/ or unloading of containers. The crane

Referring noW to FIG. 1, a partial perspective vieW of a
gantry crane in a dockside arrangement is presented. The
crane structure is situated over a series of lanes Which can be

occupied by loaded and unloaded Bomb Carts and Shuttle
60

has a landside sill beam mounted on a landside rail and a

Waterside sill beam mounted on a Waterside rail. Each sill

beam has an interior side facing the interior side of the oppos
ing sill beam and an exterior side facing aWay from the oppos

ing sill beam. The acceptable position is one in Which the
center of the side of the vehicle closest to either sill beam is
less than a predetermined, knoWn distance aWay from the

Carriers. Crane boom 5 extends aWay from the Waterside
frame of the crane. Spreader 10 hangs beloW boom 5.
Unloaded Bomb Cart 15 and loaded Bomb Carts 20 and 25
are located on the ground beneath the crane. Waterside sill

65

beam 30 and landside sill beam 35 (not clearly visible in this
?gure) connect the vertical crane support elements parallel to
the lanes occupied by the loaded and unloaded Bomb Carts.
Both of these sills are af?xed to stoWage beams beneath each

US 8,686,868 B2
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vertical support Which typically include Wheels engaged

system to calculate accurate position data. In addition, at least
one passive second target 72 is mounted on each side of each
container at the approximate longitudinal center of the con

Within a Waterside rail 40 and a landside rail 45.

FIG. 2 presents a plan vieW of landside sill beam 35 on the
side thereof facing loaded Bomb Cart 25. Four laser scanners
50, 55, 60 and 65 are mounted on landside sill beam 35, tWo
facing landside Which are visible in FIG. 2 and tWo facing

tainer and at the same height as scanners 60 and 65 Which is

about three meters above the height of a landside rail.
Each crane employing the apparatus and method of this

Waterside Which are not visible in FIG. 2. First scanners 50

invention requires at least the folloWing computer hardWare:

and 55 are mounted on opposing sides of landside sill beam
35, each at the same height Which is approximately one meter
above the level of landside rail 40. Second scanners 60 and 65
are also mounted on opposing sides of landside sill beam 35
each at the same height Which is approximately three meters

industrial grade, Pentium-class, PC compatible embedded
computer; 100 Bast-T Cat5 Ethernet port for connection to
the crane netWork and DIN-rail mounting. This equipment is
mounted in a crane control case Within the electrical house of

the crane. The computer is pre-con?gured With Microsoft

WindoWs embedded OS, MAXVIEW® Platform Support
SoftWare and the MAXVIEW® Application. MaxvieW® is
the real-time scan processing engine for all MAXVIEW®
functions. It also includes system setup and troubleshooting
features. The proprietary MaxvieW® softWare receives the

above the level of landside rail 40. Horizontally, all of the
scanners are located at the approximate center of landside sill

beam 35 at points equidistant from the opposing vertical
supports at each end of landside sill beam 35 along the
approximate crane centerline A-A shoWn in FIG. 6. The pur
pose of the different mounting heights of the various scanners

discrete scan point measurements provided by the laser scan

is to enable ?rst scanners 50 and 55 to scan the Bomb Cart and

Shuttle Carrier vehicles, While second scanners 60 and 65

20

scan containers Which arrive loaded on Bomb Carts and

Shuttle Carriers. These scanners provide many discrete dis
tance measurements over the continuous rotational pro?le of
the scanned area. The scanner data collected represents detec

tion and measurement of Bomb Cart, Shuttle Carrier and,

ners, detects the edges of key objects Within the laser scans,
and reports measurements of these edge positions in various
coordinate systems to the MAXSPEED® Crane Control Sys
tem. MAXSPEED® is a trademark oWned by TMEIC Cor

poration. For this application, the interface betWeen the
MAXVIEW® and MAXSPEED® systems and softWare is
25

via Ethernet Global Data (EGD). Interface equipment and

container positions relative to the crane. The accuracy and
range of laser scanners is typically speci?ed for a dark target

poWer supplies are also necessary for the scanners and com

at a maximum range. The nominal range of the laser scanners
for this application is 40 meters to a dark target, Which is more

In addition, each crane employing the system and method
of this invention is equipped With at least one position indi

than suf?cient to meet the requirements of the application.

puter system.
30

HoWever, lasers having a range of at least 30 meters are

cator device 75 mounted on the crane at a location from Which
it is visible to the driver of either a Bomb Cart or a Shuttle

required for this application. All of the lasers have a 180

Carrier When the driver is in the vicinity of the proper location

degree horiZontal ?eld of operation parallel to the ground

to enable loading or unloading of a container from that
vehicle. For example, the devices could be mounted on either
or both sides of landside sill beam 35 and/or on the landside
of Waterside sill beam 30 near the bottom of each crane leg.
Preferably, there are at least four devices 75 mounted on
landside sill beam 35, tWo on each side thereof at each crane
leg and tWo devices 75 mounted on Waterside sill beam 30 on
the interior side thereof at each crane leg. The exact position
ing of the devices can be adjusted to accommodate vehicles

such that the scanned area for scanners 50 and 60 is denoted
by semicircle X in FIG. 1 While the scanned area for scanners
55 and 65 is denoted by semicircleY in FIG. 1. The measure
ments provide by this system are continuous over the mea
surement range of each scanner. The apparatus of this inven

35

tion is capable of providing alignment information for at least
a total of six lanes, up to ?ve of Which are under the portal
beam of the crane, i.e. Within semicircle X, and at least one of
Which is in the backreach area, i.e. Within semicircle Y

although the system can be con?gured to handle a larger
number of lanes. The data collected by the scanners is trans
mitted to a computer system running proprietary MAX
VIEW® softWare. MAXVIEW is a registered trademark

40

having differing dimensions and varying driver positions. In
one con?guration shoWn in FIG. 2, tWo devices 75 are

mounted higher on the vertical legs of the crane, While three
45 more devices 75 are mounted on one side of landside sill

belonging to TMEIC Corporation ofV1rginia.
At least tWo (one on each side), but preferably four, passive
?rst targets 70 are mounted on each Bomb Cart and each
Shuttle Carrier, tWo on each side of each such vehicle.

50

Although a triangularly shaped target is typically used, the
shape and dimensions of the target are irrelevant so long as

the tWo devices 75 mounted on the vertical columns of the
crane. An example of such a device 75 itself is shoWn in FIG.

data describing the shape and dimensions is provided in
advance to the computer system processing the scanning data.
In order to maximiZe target detection and measurement, each
passive target is preferably White. These targets act as refer
ence points for detection by the scanners and use by the
softWare in determining position measurements. FIG. 3 illus
trates the location of tWo targets 70 on an empty Bomb Cart.
The remaining tWo targets are not visible but are mounted

similarly on the other side of the Bomb Cart opposite the tWo
targets Which are visible. FIG. 4 illustrates the location of four
targets 70 on a Shuttle Carrier. The mounting positions of the
targets on each type of vehicle must be knoWn and must be
consistent Within the same category of vehicle, i.e. Bomb Cart
and Shuttle Carrier, in order to enable the MAXVIEW®, a
trademark of TMEIC Corporation, softWare used With this

beam 35 grouped toWards the center of that sill beam. This
arrangement accommodates both the Shuttle Carrier driver
Who sits high and has a 360 degree vieW around the vehicle
(and therefore can see the three centraliZed devices 75) and
the Bomb Cart driver Whose unrestricted vieW is best imme
diately to the side of the truck cab (and therefore can best see

55

5. In this example, there are three areas capable of being
activated or illuminated by backlighting, LED bulbs or oth
erWise. When the ?rst area is activated, it signals the driver to
move the vehicle backWards. When the second area is acti

vated, it signals the driver to stop since the vehicle is in the
proper position. Finally, When the third area is activated, it
60

signals the driver to move the vehicle forWard. Indicator 75
may also be used to indicate to a driver by color, sound,
?ashing or otherWise that the vehicle is skeWed in excess of a

predetermined, knoWn maximum acceptable skeW angle. For
65

the purpose of this disclosure it is assumed that the skeW of
any container loaded or locked on the vehicle is equivalent to
the skeW of the vehicle itself. This is an appropriate assump

tion for the normal types of container handling equipment in

US 8,686,868 B2
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these terminals Any or all of colors, ?ashing, different or

1. For an unloaded Bomb Cart or a loaded or unloaded

varying duration illumination periods, sounds and various

Shuttle Carrier:
a. If the spreader length is 40 feet, 45 feet, or Twin-20 feet:

movement indicators other than arroWs may be used in device
75.
After the system hardWare has been installed as described

Match the center of the Bomb Cart or Shuttle Carrier
With the crane centerline A-A; and

5

b. If the spreader length is 20 feet: Match the center of the

above, the system process is as follows:

Bomb Cart or Shuttle Carrier With a point 10 feet plus a

1. All of the laser scanners are activated so as to emit laser

knoWn ?xed offset forWard or reverse relative to crane

beams Within semicircles X andY.

centerline A-A. The forward/reverse selection depends

2. A driver selects a lane either in the portal area or in the

on load condition of the Bomb Cart (i.e., Whether there is

backreach area into Which to drive a vehicle.

a single 20 foot container already on the front or rear half

3. In the event an unloaded Bomb Cart or Shuttle Carrier is

of the vehicle) and spreader load condition (Whether the

being driven, second laser scanners 60 and 65 Will register no
target return signal While ?rst laser scanners 50 or 55, depend
ing on Whether the vehicle is in the portal or backreach area,
Will detect targets on the vehicle, so that the computer to
Which the scanners are connected concludes that the arriving

spreader is locked on a container or unlocked With no

container attached thereto).
2. For a loaded Bomb Cart:

a. If the spreader length is 40 feet, 45 feet, or Twin-20 feet:

20

Match the center of Containers on the Bomb Cart With
the crane centerline A-A; and
b. If the spreader length is 20 feet: Match the center of one
of the 20 foot containers With the crane centerline A-A.
The forWard/reverse container selection depends on
load condition of the Bomb Cart (i.e., Whether there is a
single 20 foot container already on the front or rear half

25

unlocked). The default approximate stopping positions

vehicle is an unloaded one.

4. As the unloaded vehicle progresses along the chosen
lane, repetitive emissions from the at least one second laser
scanner produce re?ective data enabling the computer to

determine the folloWing:
a. the lane in Which the vehicle is travelling as indicated by
the distance of the vehicle from the Waterside sill beam;
b. the position offset of the vehicle from the crane center
line A-A in the direction of truck travel; and
c. the skeW angle, if any, formed betWeen the longitudinal
centerline of the vehicle and a line parallel to the longi
tudinal centerline of Waterside sill beam 30 or landside
sill beam 35, Whichever is closest to the vehicle.
5. In the event a Bomb Cart or Shuttle Carrier loaded With

of the vehicle) and spreader load condition (locked or
for a driver are shoWn in an overhead block diagram

form in FIG. 6.
3. For any loaded or unloaded Bomb Cart or Shuttle Car
ner:

30

a knoWn, predetermined limit, activate position indica
tor device 75 to signal to the driver through ?ashing,
sound emission, color change, signal sequencing or

a container is being driven, at least one ?rst laser scanner 50
or 55 and at least one second laser scanner 60 or 65, depend

ing on Whether the vehicle is in the portal or backreach area,
Will detect targets on the vehicle and on the container(s), so

other method that this condition exists. The crane opera
35

that the computer to Which the scanners are connected con

6. As a loaded vehicle progresses along the chosen lane,
40

produce re?ective data enabling the computer to determine

container individually. If the spreader is unlocked (meaning
45

aligned With the crane spreader. If the spreader is unlocked
50

centerline of the container(s) and a line parallel to the
longitudinal centerline Waterside sill beam 30 or land

the system guides the driver in aligning the Bomb Cart such
55

e. in the case of twin-20 foot containers: the gap distance
betWeen the tWo containers on the vehicle.
60

provided by the system is accurate to approximately +/—50
mm (2 inches), While the skeW angle data is accurate to
Based on the knoWn length of spreader 10 attached to the

tion to the vehicle driver:

that the 20 foot container on the spreader Will be landed on the
forWard area of the Bomb Cart. If the spreader is locked and
set for 20 feet and if a single container is detected on the Bomb

Bart, then the Bomb Cart is aligned such that the 20 foot
container on the spreader Will be landed on the opposite free
area of the Bomb Cart (forward/rear).
The apparatus of the system disclosed above Works under

all Weather conditions expected in the port environment. In
addition, it is customizable and ?exible to match the needs of
the operation and provide the most e?icient use of equipment

approximately 0.4 degrees.
crane’s trolley, the computer applies the folloWing rules in
activating indicator device 75 to provide positioning informa

on the Bomb Cart, then the system guides the driver in align
ing the Bomb Cart With that container, regardless of its posi
tion on the Bomb Cart. If the spreader is locked and set for 20
feet, and if no containers are detected on the Bomb Cart, then

d. the skeW angle, if any, formed betWeen the longitudinal

All of the measurements listed above are provided regard
less of the driving direction of the vehicle. The position data

that it is con?gured to pick up a container from the Bomb
Cart) and set for 20 feet and if tWo 20 foot containers are
detected on the Bomb Cart, then the system guides the driver
in aligning the Bomb Cart such that the forWard container is
and set for 20 feet, and if a single 20 foot container is detected

beam (i.e., the truck lane);

side sill beam 35; and

For example, a Bomb Cart can carry up to tWo 20 foot
containers With one 20 foot container located forWard on the
bomb cart, and the other toWards the rear. When the crane is

con?gured to handle 20 foot containers, the Bomb Cart must
be aligned such that the crane can pick up (or land) each

the folloWing:
a. the lane in Which the vehicle is travelling as indicated by
the distance of the vehicle from the Waterside sill beam;
a. length of the container(s) on the vehicle: 20 feet, 40 feet,
45 feet or Twin-20 foot;
b. the position offset of the container(s) from the crane
centerline A-A in the direction of truck travel;
c. the position of the container(s) from the Waterside sill

tion is terminated until the vehicle is repositioned such
that skeW angle is adjusted to be less than or equal to the

knoWn, predetermined limit.

cludes that the arriving vehicle is a loaded one.
repetitive emissions from the at least one ?rst laser scanner

a. If scanning data reveals a measured skeW angle beyond

65

already installed.
The arrangement of the system described above is able to
provide positioning information for a maximum of tWo

US 8,686,868 B2
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vehicles: the ?rst one located underneath the crane betWeen

one direction indicator means for receiving scanning

Waterside sill beam 30 and landside sill beam 35 and the
second one located in the backreach area beyond the exterior
side of landside sill beam 30. In an alternative arrangement,

data from said ?rst laser scanner means and said second
laser scanner means in order to calculate the location and

additional scanners 80 and 85 can be placed on the interior

laser scanner means and the location and orientation of
any container loaded on a vehicle Within the range of

orientation of any vehicle Within the range of said ?rst

side of Waterside sill beam 30, positioned With respect to each
other similarly to scanners 50, 55, 60 and 65, together With
additional position indicator devices 75, positioned as on
landside sill beam 35. This arrangement enables the system to
provide positioning information for tWo vehicles occupying

said second laser scanner means and, further, for acti
vating said direction indicator means.
2. The system of claim 1 Wherein one of said at least one
?rst laser scanner means is mounted at the approximate lon
gitudinal center of each side of the landside sill beam at a

tWo lanes under the gantry crane.
The foregoing invention has been described in terms of a

height of approximately one meter above the landside rail.
3. The system of claim 2 Wherein tWo of said ?rst target

preferred embodiment. It Will be apparent to those skilled in
the art that various modi?cations and variations can be made

means are attached to each side of each type of vehicle at

to the disclosed apparatus and methodWithout departing from
the scope or spirit of the invention and that legal equivalents
may be substituted for the speci?cally disclosed elements of
the invention. The speci?cation and examples are exemplary
only, While the true scope of the invention is de?ned by the

positions Which are a knoWn, predetermined horizontal dis
tance displaced from both ends of each type of vehicle and at

folloWing claims.

the same approximate height as each of said ?rst laser scanner
means.

20

What is claimed is:
1. A system for assisting drivers of Bomb Cart and Shuttle

approximately three meters above the landside rail.

Carrier vehicles in properly positioning their vehicle types,
Which are either unloaded or loaded With one or more con

tainers beneath a gantry crane having a landside sill beam
mounted on a landside rail and a Waterside sill beam mounted
on a Waterside rail, each sill beam having an interior side

25

facing the interior side of the opposing sill beam and an

exterior side facing aWay from the opposing sill beam, the
acceptable position being one in Which the center of the side

4. The system of claim 1 Wherein one of said second laser
scanner means is mounted at the approximate longitudinal
center of each side of the landside sill beam at a height of
5. The system of claim 4 Wherein at least one of said second
target means is attached to each side of each container, each of
Which is located at a position Which is a knoWn, predeter
mined horizontal distance displaced from both ends of the
container and at the same approximate height as each of said
second laser scanner means.

6. The system of claim 1 Wherein at least tWo direction
30

indicator means are mounted on each of the interior side and

of the vehicle closest to either sill beam is less than a prede

the exterior side of the landside sill beam near the bottom of

termined, known distance aWay from the center line of the

each crane leg at a knoWn, predetermined height visible to the
driver of each vehicle type.

crane represented by a line draWn from the center of the
Waterside sill beam through the center of the landside sill
beam and the vehicle is skeWed less than a predetermined,

35

knoWn amount, skeW being the angle, if any, formed betWeen
a line draWn parallel to either sill beam and a line draWn

parallel to the longitudinal centerline of the vehicle, compris

ing:
at least one ?rst laser scanner means attached both to the 40

exterior and interior sides of the landside sill beam for
detecting the presence, location and orientation of any
loaded or unloaded vehicle entering Within the range of

7. The system of claim 6 Wherein further at least one
direction indicator means is mounted on the interior side of
the Waterside sill beam near the bottom of at least one of the
tWo crane legs.
8. The system of claim 1 Wherein each of said at least one
?rst target means and said at least one second target means are

triangularly shaped and White-colored.
9. The system of claim 1 Wherein at least one of said ?rst
laser scanner means and at least one of said second laser
scanner means are attached to the interior side of the Water

side sill beam, the at least one ?rst laser scanner means being

said ?rst laser scanner means;

sions and at least one of Which is attached to each side of

attached at the approximate longitudinal center of the interior
side of the Waterside sill beam at a height of approximately

each vehicle for re?ecting emissions from said at least

one meter above the Waterside rail and the at least one second

one ?rst laser scanner means;
at least one second laser scanner means attached to both the

laser scanner means being attached at the approximate lon
gitudinal center of the interior said of the landside sill beam at
a height of approximately one meter above the Waterside rail.
10. A method for assisting drivers of Bomb Cart and

?rst target means each having a knoWn shape and dimen

exterior and interior sides of the landside beam for
detecting the presence, location and orientation of any
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Shuttle Carrier vehicles in properly positioning their vehicle

container loaded on a vehicle entering Within the range
of said second laser scanner means;

types in one of several lanes located in the portal area and
backreach area beneath a gantry crane, the vehicles arriving

second target means each having a knoWn shape and
dimensions and at least one of Which is attached to each
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either unloaded or loaded With one or more containers, for

side of each container for re?ecting emissions from said

further loading or unloading of containers beneath the crane,

at least one second laser scanner means;
at least one direction indicator means attached to each of

the crane having a knoWn crane centerline, a landside sill
beam mounted on a landside rail and a Waterside sill beam
mounted on a Waterside rail, each sill beam having an interior

the exterior side and the interior side of the landside sill
beam for indicating to vehicle drivers Whether their
vehicle is properly positioned or needs to be moved
forWard or backward and Whether their vehicle orienta
tion is skeWed in excess of a predetermined acceptable
amount and needs to be repositioned; and
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side facing the interior side of the opposing sill beam and an
exterior side facing aWay from the opposing sill beam, at least
one ?rst laser scanner being attached to both the exterior and

interior sides of the landside sill beam approximately at the

least one ?rst laser scanner means and said at least one

longitudinal center thereof about one meter above the land
side rail and at least one second laser scanner being attached
to both the exterior and interior sides of the landside sill beam

second laser scanner means and to each of said at least

approximately at the longitudinal center thereof about three

computer means connected to the crane, to each of said at
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calculating the distance to the ?rst target;
comparing that distance to the knoWn distance betWeen

meters above the landside rail, at least one direction indicator

being attached to each of the interior side and the exterior side
of the landside sill beam at a height vieWable by the driver of
either a Bomb Cart of Shuttle Carrier vehicle, each vehicle
having attached thereto at a knoWn position on the vehicle at

the ?rst laser scanner and the interior side of the

Waterside sill beam;
determining the lane in Which the vehicle is travelling;
determining the length of each container loaded on the

least one ?rst target on each side thereof at a height of
approximately one meter above the landside rail and each

vehicle based on the number and position of the sec

ond targets detected through emission return data;

container having attached thereto at a knoWn position at least
one second target on each side thereof at a height of approxi

further determining the number of containers loaded on

the vehicle;

mately three meters above the landside rail, a computer being

if there are tWo containers loaded on the vehicle,
calculating the gap distance betWeen the tWo con

associated With the crane and further being connected to each
of the ?rst and second laser scanners and each direction

tainers based on their length and their positions;
determining the position offset of each container from

indicator device, Wherein the shape and dimension of each
target, the crane spreader length and an acceptable maximum
skeW angle for each type of vehicle and each container are

the crane centerline With regard to the direction of

travel of the vehicle;
determining the distance of each container from the
Waterside sill beam;

known, comprising:
activating each of the at least one ?rst and at least one
second laser scanners;
a driver selecting and driving a Bomb Cart or Shuttle Car
rier vehicle into a lane beneath the crane;
sending emission return data from each of the at least one

calculating yet further the skeW angle of the vehicle;
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unloaded Shuttle Carrier, and
if the crane spreader length is 40 feet, 45 feet or Twin-20

?rst and at least one second laser scanners to the com

puter;
if there is no emission return data detecting a second target
from the at least one ?rst laser scanner, transmitting
emission return data from each of the at least one second
laser scanner to the computer until at least one target is
detected and thereafter:

calculating the distance to the ?rst target;
comparing that distance to the knoWn distance betWeen
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and Within the acceptable skeW angle;
controlling each direction indicator so as to direct the
35

target on the vehicle as compared With the crane cen

terline;
calculating yet further the skeW angle of the vehicle;
emission return data from each of the at least one ?rst
laser scanner and each of the at least one second laser
scanner to the computer and thereafter:

direction indicator so as to direct the driver to position
the center of the vehicle at a point 10 feet plus or
minus a knoWn ?xed offset from the crane centerline

if the vehicle is a loaded Bomb Cart, and
if the crane spreader is 40 feet, 45 feet or Twin-20 feet,

Waterside sill beam;
determining the lane in Which the vehicle is travelling;
calculating further the position offset of the vehicle from

if there is emission return data detecting a second target
from the at least one second laser scanner, transmitting

feet, controlling each direction indicator so as to
direct the driver to position the center of the vehicle in
approximate alignment With the crane centerline and
Within the acceptable skeW angle; or

if the crane spreader length is 20 feet, controlling each

the ?rst laser scanner and the interior side of the

the crane centerline based on the position of each ?rst

if the vehicle is an unloaded Bomb Cart or a loaded or
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driver to position the vehicle such that the center of the
vehicle is in approximate alignment With the crane
centerline and Within the acceptable skeW angle; or
if the crane spreader length is 20 feet, controlling each
direction indicator so as to direct the driver to position
the vehicle such that the center of one of the 20 foot

containers is approximately aligned With the crane
centerline and Within the acceptable skeW angle.
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